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Introduction



Introduction

• Problem: Errors in statistical analysis
• Wide use of statistics in different fields (e.g. medical research)
• Researchers are often not specialists in mathematical statistics
• Wrong methods/wrong interpretation of the results

• Solution: An information system based on non-monotonic logic
• use Gorgias argumentation based framework
• augment the use of already existing software packages (e.g. R)
• develop an agent to combat common errors in statistical analysis
• choose the correct method based on the problem and the sample
• interpret the result, like a mathematician, and explain the answer
with references to rules and conditions
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Problem Recognition and
Specification



Problem Recognition and Specification

• The core of the particular ecosystem is human behavior and the
way we can approach it

• Mathematicians have developed numerous theories about
modelling human systems

• Why do we need so many mathematical theories? Is there no
universal theory to describe human groups?

• The problem of the irrational behaviour
• The corresponding phenomenon occurs when the researcher is
asked to make a decision about the model he/she needs to use
in the data analysis. Although all modern statistical and data
analysis software contains all the information the researcher
needs, errors are common.
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Types of errors

• Errors appear at the initial stages, such as during the literature
review in order to specify the basic research questions.

• During the important statistical/mathematical stages we see
errors related to p-values (p-values given in closed form,
p-values missing after statistical tests, incorrect p-values,
incorrect demonstrations of p-values), errors related to
statistical tests (insufficient data presented for the statistical
test, incorrect name of the statistical test, use of incorrect test,
lack of normality), failure to summarize the data, failure to
demonstrate the findings mathematically, and errors in using
statistical symbols
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System Design



Logic

• In order to be able to manage the contradictions of human
behaviour, we need a logical system that can handle the
concept of contradiction. Here we have to be very careful
because in classical logical systems, such as propositional logic
and first order logic, if a proposition theory contains a
contradiction, it is then inconsistent and thus uninteresting.

• Based on the above, it is natural to use a system like Logic
Programming without Negation as Failure (LPwNF)
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Logic

In LPwNF logic programs are nonmonotonic theories where each
logic program is a pool of default sentences from which we select a
suitable subset, called extension, to reason with.

Sentences are written in the usual logic programming language. We
will refer to these sentences as rules.

Rules are assigned locally a relative strength through a partial
ordering relation
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Logic

Example 3.1
Consider the follow program - set of rules :

birdpxq Ñ flypxq (1)
penguinpxq Ñ ␣flypxq (2)
penguinpxq Ñ birdpxq (3)

birdpTweetyq (4)

with an ordering relation r2 ą r1

From this set of rules we can conclude that flypTweetyq. If we add the
penguinpTweetyq as a statement then we can take flypTweetyq and
␣flypTweetyq from the rules of the program, but due to the ordering
relation the second conclusion overrides the first.

In essence, we described mathematically what everyone
understands: although a bird usually flies, the penguin, which is a
bird, does not fly. 7



Logic

Proof procedure in LPwNF is based on the attack relation between
rules and the construction of an admissible subset of rules, e.g.:

where r2 ą r1 and r4 ą r3
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Logic

Proof that flyptq:
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System Implementation



Gorgias

• Gorgias is a general framework of argumentation theory that
combines its ideas of preference reasoning and abduction in a
way that retains both assets. It can form the basis for reasoning
with adaptable preference policies in dynamic and evolving
environments, despite incomplete information;

• Gorgias’ syntax is based on Prolog;
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Representation of Knowledge and Belief

To say something flies when it is a bird and that something does not
fly when it is penguin we write:

rule(r1(X), fly(X), [bird(X)]).
rule(r2(X), neg(fly(X)), [penguin(X)]).

In this example, it is clear that these two rules are in conflict when
something is a penguin and a bird:

rule(f1, bird(tweety), []).
rule(f2, penguin(tweety), []).

To solve the conflict, we use the special hypothesis prefer / 2.
Therefore, for in our example we have:

rule(pr1(X), prefer(r2(x), r1(x)), []).
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Chi square test implementation



General Architecture

We will use the above to describe our basic methodology for
developing an information system for data analysis and statistical
analysis using that uses argumentation logic.

For calculating the statistical values we will use the language R. Our
information system will choose the correct statistical control,
depending on the characteristics of the sample and if the theorem
conditions are satisfied, and then it will use Gorgias to interpret
these results and perform hypothesis testing.
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R and Gorgias

This architecture is chosen because:

• R is the basic scientific data analysis tool and provides many
ready-made statistical functions, so we do not have to implement them,
and we can also take advantage of the fact that they are tested because
of the widespread use of R in the field of the statistical analysis.

• The logic for the interpretation of the results is concentrated in a
Gorgias rule file, and it fully corresponds to what is reported in
statistics literature. This way we are sure of the correctness of our
interpretation. In addition, there are development benefits because the
user who knows statistics can only deal with drafting these rules and
not with the rest of the application.
Also, if in the future these rules need to be corrected or extended, then
the code for the rest of the program does not need to be changed, as
long as the interface between different parts of the program remain
stable.
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R and Gorgias

• The use of Gorgias gives us more possibilities than Prolog.
For example we can more accurately model hypothesis testing as
described in the literature by making use of the ordering relation
between rules as described in previous sections.

• Furthermore we can take advantage of Gorgia’s ability to present us
with the admissible argument constructed during the proof procedure
and thus ”justify” its answers. This way, along with the result, the user
will be informed on which statistical method was used and why it was
chosen. As we will see in more detail below, if the conditions of the
central boundary theorem are satisfied, X2 will be used for control,
otherwise another method will be used and the user will be notified
accordingly.

• The previous procedure enables the user to check the correctness of
the result, since the logic of the program is not be hidden inside it but
will be/can be shown when the program is running. Finall, the user,
who is often not a mathematician, will ”learn” (be trained in) the
correct use of statistics.
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Review and Maintenance



Review and maintenance.

In order to show that our system works, we will conduct a statistical
control to check if there is dependence between two attributes: A
and B. One way we can do this is to use a X2 control independent
test.

To apply this test, we typically represent the data from one sample
size n, in the form of a 2ˆ 2 contingency table. This matrix is a
frequency table where we have them two subpopulations (attribute
categories B) and their columns successes and failures (A attributes).

Success Failure Total
First subpopulation n11 n12 n1
Second subpopulation n21 n22 n2

Total n1 n2 n

Table 1: 2 ˆ 2 Contingency Table
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Basic Structure

Java

R

Logic
(Interface)

Prolog

Gorgias

Figure 1: The basic structure of our system
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Statistics class

void load(String rfile);
void closeR();
void chisq(String variable);
double getChisqStat(String variable);
int getChisqDf(String variable);
double getChisqPValue(String variable);
double getMinExpected(String variable);
void fisher(String variable);
double getFisherPValue(String variable);
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Logic Interface

void load(String file);
void claim(String condition);
void claim(String condition, String label);

boolean test(String condition);
List<String> query(String variable, String condition);
List<List<String>> query(List<String> variables, String condition);
List<List<String>> why();

List<String> listPredicates();
void disclaimAll();
void disclaimLast();
void disclaim(String condition);
String negate(String condition);
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Case Control

The Statistics class is responsible for the handling of R and the
collection of statistical results. Based on what we said in the introduction,
interpretation of these results will be made using the functions of interface
Logic. We will take advantage of the Gorgias’s argumentation logic, which
will lets us express our logic in a natural case-control study, as a
mathematician does. Also, through Gorgia’s proof procedure and the
construction of the acceptable argument, we can inform the user what rules
and data led to this answer.

The way we construct Gorgia’s rules file should be consistent with how
hypothesis testing is conducted in classical statistics. Null hypothesis and
the alternative are not just two hypotheses we want to check on the basis of
the data and decide which of the two is correct. That is why we cannot
alternate them and that needs to be reflected in Gorgia’s rule file and in the
proof procedure. Null hypothesis is the hypothesis that we are questioning
(for example, our query to know if two sample characteristics are
independent), and the alternative case (e.g.the relevance to sample
characteristics) is the case that we want to prove it is true.
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Gorgias rule file for statistics
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Gorgias rule file for statistics
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Example Usage

Cannot reject null hypotheses, data1 are independent
Why? [[h0_is_not_rejected(data1)]]

Null hypotheses rejected, data2 are codependent.
Why? [[f1, f6, f5, chisq_is_valid(data2), f5, chisq_rejects_h0(data2)]]

Cannot reject null hypotheses, data3 are independent
Why? [[h0_is_not_rejected(data3)]]

Null hypotheses rejected, data4 are codependent.
Why? [[f1, f17, f16, fisher_rejects_h0(data4)]]
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Example Usage

Gorgias state
-------------
consult(stats.pl).
rule(f1,significance(0.050000000000000044),[]).
rule(f2,chisq(data1),[]).
rule(f3,chisq_pvalue(data1,0.6570195719690067),[]).
rule(f4,chisq_minexpected(data1,13.714285714285714),[]).
rule(f5,chisq(data2),[]).
rule(f6,chisq_pvalue(data2,1.386470999319574E-10),[]).
rule(f7,chisq_minexpected(data2,43.07692307692308),[]).
rule(f9,chisq_pvalue(data3,0.22674842690343286),[]).
rule(f10,chisq_minexpected(data3,4.2),[]).
rule(f11,fisher(data3),[]).
rule(f12,fisher_pvalue(data3,0.24022012054762612),[]).
rule(f14,chisq_pvalue(data4,0.05485393990013243),[]).
rule(f15,chisq_minexpected(data4,4.125),[]).
rule(f16,fisher(data4),[]).
rule(f17,fisher_pvalue(data4,0.030221989999279542),[]). 23
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Conclusions

• developed an information system that limits errors in the use of
statistics in various fields and enhances the use of rich
statistical packages like R

• by using the argumentation framework provided by LPwNF and
Gorgias we express the logic rules that drive the program in a
conscise and precise way that correspond to the mathematical
theorems

• the proof procedure that is employed by Gorgias creates an
admissible argument with references to specific rules and
conditions that lead to the answer and this serves as an
explanation towards the user

• The system is in the initial stages and can be extended with
more methods or the methodology can be applied in different
problems and other software packages
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Thank You
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